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SOME LETTERS OF EDMUND RANDOLPH PEASLEE
B.A., DARTMOUTH 1836, M.D., YALE 1840
HERBERT THOMS*
The letters which are transcribed in part in this paper were
written by Edmund Randolph Peaslee to Amasa Farrington Kinne
in 1838-39-40. Through the kindness of Mrs. Charles J. Bartlett,
of New Haven, they have been added recently to the collection of
Yale Medical Memorabilia of the Yale Medical Library. The
letters are important, not only as the correspondence of a medical
student written during an interesting period in medical education,
but also as a record of the early experience of a significant figure in
the medical history of this country. The pattern of medical educa-
tion in that day, at least in New England, appears to have been a
happy combination of the apprentice and school systems, as will be
seen in the advice of Dr. Dixi Crosby, "the very 'best course for a
medical student is, to devote the whole of the 1st year to study at
some place where he can have opportunity to dissect; the second in
riding with a good practicing physician; and the third to lectures
exclusively, and hospital practice."
Peaslee's experience at the Yale School of Medicine also enriches
his correspondence, for it occurred during a period of the school's
ascendency to an important place among medical institutions in
America. Under its original faculty the school had flourished
almost from the start, the attendance of students showing a healthy
increase from year to year. In 1824, following the death of Nathan
Smith, his chair, which was not very dissimilar from the "settee"
which he had previously occupied at Dartmouth, was divided into
three parts. Eli Ives took Theory and Practice of Medicine;
Thomas Hubbard, Principles and Practice of Surgery; and Timothy
Beers, Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children. William
Tully was chosen to the chair vacated by Ives and its title changed
to Materia Medica andTherapeutics. Medical classes also attended
lectures on chemistry by Benjamin Silliman, along with college
students, and Silliman also gave the medical students a separate
course. When Hubbard died in 1838, Jonathan Knight was trans-
ferred to the chair of surgery.
For the first 45 years of its existence the school was housed in a
* From the Historical Library, Yale University School of Medicine.
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building at the head of College Street, originally designed as a hotel
and owned by James Hillhouse. Together with the building, the
school acquired the land adjoining to the east as far as Hillhouse
Avenue. This land was desired as a botanical garden, for, according
to the terms of the Act of Incorporation, "a botanical garden shall
be established as soon as the funds of the college shall allow." We
learn that this garden was a hobby of Eli Ives, who, at his own
expense, made a collection of native plants said to be the most com-
plete in this country. Later the building was sold to James Shef-
field for use of the Scientific School and today its site is occupied biy
Strathcona Hall.
Edmund Randolph Peaslee, the author of the letters, is impor-
tant in the history of American medicine as a pioneer in abdominal
and pelvic surgery. He was born in Newtown, Rockingham County,
New Hampshire, January 22, 1814, the son of James and Abigail
Chase Peaslee. After attending school at New Hampton and
Atkinson Academies, he entered Dartmouth at the age of 18, in
1832. Among his college friends was Amasa Kinne, to whom the
letters are written, and Samuel C. Bartlett, who later became Presi-
dent of Dartmouth College. Peaslee graduated with distinguished
honors with the Class of 1836, and following this he taught school at
Lebanon, New Hampshire. From 1837 to 1839 he was a tutor at
Dartmouth and during these two years studied medicine and
attended lectures in the Dartmouth Medical School. During this
time, also, he was the private pupil of Dr. Noah Worcester and
Dr. Dixi Crosby, and later of Jonathan Knight, of New Haven. In
1839 he entered the Yale Medical School and received the degree
of M.D. with the Class of 1840. After graduation he continued his
study abroad and the next year was summoned home to give a course
in anatomy and physiology at Dartmouth, to succeed Oliver Wendell
Holmes. His first course of lectures were given there in 1841 and
he continued as a lecturer at Dartmouth for the next 37 years. In
1843 he was appointed Lecturer and later Professor of Anatomy and
Surgery at Bowdoin College, filling the latter position for 15 years.
In 1851 he was appointed Professor of Anatomy and Physiology at
New York Medical College and two years later was transferred to
the chair of physiology and general pathology. Subsequently he
was transferred again to the chairof obstetrics anddiseases ofwomen,
a position he held until 1860. In 1859 he was honored with the
degree of doctor of laws by Dartmouth and ten years later was
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elected a trustee of the college. In 1872 he delivered a course of
lectures at Hanover on diseases of women and about this time gave
a similar coirse at Albany Medical College. In 1874 he was
appointed Professor of Gynecology at Bellevue Hospital Medical
College, a position which he held at the time of his death. Thus
it will be seen that, with the exception of chemistry, Peaslee taught
in practically all of the departments of medicine and, in this respect,
his career as a teacher was not unlike that of his distinguished pre-
decessor at Dartmouth, Nathan Smith.
In 1854 he published a book on human histology, which is said
to be the first systematic work on normal histology published in the
English language. He was among the first to apply the microscope
to teaching physiology, pathology, and histology. The greatest
literary work of his life appeared in 1872, entitled Ovarian Tumors;
Their Pathology, Diagnosis, and Treatment, especially by Ovari-
otomy. This work has been called the first comprehensive contribu-
tion to ovariotomy and it contained all the scientific knowledge on
the subject up to its time. In it the author established the claim of
McDowell as the first ovariotomist. T. Gaillard Thomas, speaking
of Peaslee's reputation in 1878, the year of his death, said, "Up to
fifteen years ago in New York he stood alone, an arbiter in the
department oif surgery." His biographer, Dennis, writes that he
was "a versatile teacher, a fine operator, a prolific writer, an accom-
plished scholar and a pioneer in abdominal and pelvic surgery."
Amasa Farrington Kinne* was born in Lower Waterford, Ver-
mont, in 1813. He prepared for college at Peacham Academy and
graduated at Dartmouth in 1837. While in college he was a room-
mate of Edmund Randolph Peaslee. Following graduation he
taught school until December 1838. At, or before, this time he
entered his name with Professor Dixi Crosby, who then occupied
the chair of surgery at Dartmouth. He studied anatomy until
March 1839, and in the spring of that year attended a course of
medical lectures at Woodstock, Vermont. In the fall he re-entered
Crosby's office and attended lectures at Dartmouth. Kinne received
the M.D. degree from Dartmouth in the fall of 1840 and continued
his studies there until January 1842. At that time he removed to
Jaffrey, New Hampshire, where he practiced until remioving to
* Amasa Farrington Kinne. For information concerning the life of Dr. Kinne
I am indebted to his daughter, Mrs. C. J. Bartlett, the donor of these letters.
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Ypsilanti, Michigan, in September 1850. Aside from an extensive
medical practice, Dr. Kinne had wide civic interests and served his
community successively as alderman, school board member, and for
several years was Mayor of the town. He was also greatly inter-
ested in the beginnings of the public health movement and aided
greatly in its local organization. He wrote numerous papers on
medical subjects and one upon alcohol, which was awarded a prize
by the American Temperance Society. During the Civil War he
served for a time with the United States Sanitary Commission.
Dr. Kinne died at Ypsilanti in 1894.
The earliest of the letters is written from Newtown, dated
January 16, 1838, and addressed to Amasa Kinne, Esq., Principal
of Academy, Sandbornton, N. H. Concerning his interest in the
classics and languages, Peaslee's biographer, Dennis, says, "As a
scholar he was thorough and erudite and even later in life kept his
interest in the classics. He was alinguist, reading French, German,
Spanish and Italian." He also possessed talents as a musician, both
vocal and instrumental. At Dartmouth, during his college days, he
was the leader of the choir. The letter follows:
Friend Kinne, . . .
But I had previously resolved to occupy the whole month in journeying to
the south. I intend to leave home on the 1st day of Feb. for Boston; stop
a day or two; then pass on to Providence, New York, Philadelphia,-Baltimore
and Washington. On my return, which must be as soon as the 2nd day of
March, I hope to spend two or three days with our good friend, Walker. I
promise myself much pleasure during my brief sojourn with him, for he is
one of the best of the living, you know. I received a letter from him about
a fortnight ago, together with a paper with the names of you both upon it;
I must also express my thanks to you for another received last week from the
same source. The former contained an extract, from the pen of Irving,
upon the most important of all subjects as you remember, to the truth of
which I fully assent. Walker seems to enjoy himself much at New Haven.
He has a vacation about this time of two weeks. He is much interested in
the Hebrew Language, the driest of all, besides being the most imperfect, if
I have been correctly informed. I have not heard from Richardson directly
since we left him at Lyme; am expecting a letter every day. I had a stormy
day indeed to start for home; 'but, as it happened, I did not experience much
inconvenience from it. I rode as far as Lebanon, and finding it probable
that I should not reach Concord before two o'clock in the morning, stopped
with my good friends there till Monday morning. I had a fine- sleighride
to Concord; the only one I have had this winter, for there has not been an
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inch of snow here in all since I came home. I have been at home and in
the vicinity most of the time since I left Hanover; but amid the bustle of
visiting and being visited, together with an excursion of somewhat more than
a week with my good friend French, I have not accomplished much in the
literary line. I have however read some Greek and Latin, a volume of
Moliere's Comedies, about 250 pages of Spanish, and have advanced so far
in German as to translate a few of Schiller's shorter poems. The Spanish is
a very easy and nobly sounding language. It is so full of the spirit of Chivalry
that I cannot but admire it. In the German I cannot yet discover much
that is interesting except the rhyme, which is more perfect than the English.
Some of the long words are real jawbreakers; and they appear rather unmean-
ing since but few of them are derived directly from the Latin or Greek. I
have also a piano in my room which now and then contributes somewhat to
my amusement.
The letter following is dated July 20, 1938, and is written from
Dartmouth, where its author was serving as a tutor. It is addressed,
Amasa Kinne, Esq., Preceptor &c., Sandbornton, N. H. The Susan
referred to was Susan Owen Smith, who was.,married later to Amasa
Kinne.
Friend Kinne,
I snatch an hour from the irksome routine of our annual examination to
transmit to you whatever first comes up respecting the present state of things
among us. Our examination, thank Heaven! ends on the morrow, and
then I might write a more rational epistle, if not too completely exhausted;
but I have already delayed longer than I had intended, and therefore now
risk the attempt.
You ask my plans, if they are yet matured. I wish no one in this
vicinity may kniow any thing about them for the coming year but to you I
will freely communicate them. I propose to remain in my present capacity
another year, in the mean time attending to the study of Medicine. I shall
go over the same course as the past year, so that I shall have most of the
time to myself. A year hence I intend to leave this place to go to some
other, where I may be in the neighborhood of a hospital for a year or more;
and then set up my sign as a disciple of Aesculapius, before the world. In
the mean time, you will say, I must also secure a better part to be in readiness
for me when I get my M.D. I have already thought very seriously of this,
and a candidate has long been in mind. She is worthy of any man, in my
opinion; and worthy of me, to my knowledge-and if you hear I am engaged
ere long, you may perhaps hear nothing more than will have been for some
time true. I say perhaps, for I do not at present wish any one may be able
to give any certain information regarding my situation in this particular; I
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will soon be more explicit, in respect to the "who" the."where" and the
"what" of my attachment.
I know of but one Academy without a teacher-at least but one desirable
situation. This is at Westminster, Mass. The salary is, I think, about $700
usually; tho' it is in part raised by contribution of the people of the village.
McCallum was there a year or more, and was very popular. He says they
want a very noisy fellow there. The fall term commences about the 1st of
September. You will have time to make some inquiries of the people there,
if you please. Rev. - Mann is the Congregational minister in the place,
and a very influential man. You will find his first name by looking at the
list of "tutores" in the Triennial Catalogue.
What do you think of studying medicine? It is doubtless best for one
not to attempt it, unless he has a taste for the profession, or at least no
aversion; and if you choose you might lodge your name with some physician
at a distance, without the knowledge of anyone in your neighborhood. Then
your time would count, if you chose to pursue the profession; but if, after
sotme considerable study, you acquire a disrelish for the ibusiness you might
abandon the subject without 'the least detriment. For you would then be
even better prepared to teach, if you concluded 'to make that your business.
Whether your health will be such as to enable you to teach for years, you
can judge ibest. There are a favored few who can do this; but for myself,
I am aware that I must adopt some more active pursuit. I shall never find
any employment, in itself considered, more delightful than teaching; but its
effects upon my corporeal system, I must, if possible, avoid.
I am glad to hear that your school is pleasant, and that you have a good
assistant. Still she is not to you like her who hopes to assist you thro' the
meanderings of future life. How pleasant, could the "antiqua aula" become
attached, with its invaluable contents, to your boarding house! And yet I
doubt not, your boys would find more fault with you, if it were so, and
perhaps your girls. This absence is intolerable; and yet it is calculated to
teach us of the changeableness of all things earthly. No two things in nature
are found united long; even the parts of the same rock become disintegrated
by time. So a brief absence from those we love reminds us that our highest
hopes never promise us an exemption from even an endless separation, but
for a 'few short years. Yet such thoughts are wrong; and whatever we are
taught by absence, I think we would willingly dispense with the ideas thus
acquired. That you may soon find a home for yourself and yours, where
absence is forgotten, is my sincerest wish; and whenever I shall hear of you
that this disideratum has been obtained, be assured I shall soon disturb the
knocker of your "Ultima Thule of human blessedness." My love to Susan-
i.e. as much as under present circumstances is proper; and believe me still,
as ever,
Your aff. friend,
E. H. Peaslee
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The subsequent letter is written from Dartmouth College Octo-
ber 2, 1838, and addressed to Amasa Kinne, Esq. (Post Mills),
Thetford, Vermont, where Kinne taught "Select School" from Sep-
tember to December of that year.
My dear Kinne,
So it seems you have accepted the proposal of the good people at Post
Mills; and now that I know where a letter will find you, I improve the first
opportunity to acquaint you with the fact which has for the last two weeks
been every now and then in my mind. Yet it is of noconsequence, and I
will for the present moment postpone it. But don't let me forget it so as
not to insert it before I finish this.
I heard from Richardson about a week ago. He was as happy as old
"Absence" could permit. Oh he is the most torturing old fellow! ever
reminding us of miles too many to be walked, and distances too great to ride!
and whispering in our ears, "how endless are the weeks of a teacher's life!"
How long, 0 how long must we own the tyrant's sway over us? Non
semper, certo; which is "von consolation" as the old turkey said when
informed that some evil-minded person had premeditated her death at thanks-
giving. "Vell," said she with the greatest composure of mind. "I've von
consolation; dat is I'm wery tough." And yet what present satisfaction is
there in the "non semper"? In a few short years or even months perhaps
we hope ito bid old Absentia goodbye. But ere a single month has passed,
perhaps somewhat may happen to deprive us long and possibly forever, of the
society we love. Reason and philosophize therefore, as we may, the vicissitudes
which every where continually meet the eye, inculcate the opinion: "Dum
vivimus, vivamus." And yet to live with one we love before we are in a
condition to make life mutually agreeable and easy, is doubtless even worse
than absence. Granit us then, ye powers whose office it is, a proper degree
of patience, and moreover the requisite amount of resolution and decision,
that nothing may be done hastily and rashly. Job was very mild under the
influence of the disease which affected him externally; but had he during his.
confinement to his bed been afflicted with the internal pangs of absence, from.
her he loved, he would have rolled and kicked like mad. Were it not that
during absence we may walk and talk and study where we please, it wouldc
be truly insupportable, and would often end in prevailing upon us to "shuffle
off this mortal coil," propriis manibus. These het-e-ro, gen-e-ous remarks
are suggested by Richardson's present situation, rather than our own; but
his may, ere long, be ours, "that is the question."
I have not heard from Walker since I saw you. Last Friday I rode to,
New London to see my sister, at school there, and returned to Lebanon on
Saturday, which was muster day. There are, I think, 102 Freshmen's names.
upon the catalogue, which will be issued within about 2 weeks. And this.
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spoke when here of studying medicine, which idea you have not yet I hope
dismissed; and moreover spoke of remaining here the year, if you concluded
to commence the study. Now it happened that on the evening of the day
you left, the Faculty met to prepare the Catalogue. Brown of the last class
is to remain here the year, and therefore his name will 'be inserted under the
head of "resident graduates." It however requires two to render "graduates"
good Grammar, and "resident graduate" sounds very "singular"-ly. I there-
fore observed, it was possible you might spend the year here, and as I should,
in accordance with your agreement, see you in season to suppress your name
upon the Catalogue if the fact required it, it was, for the time, inserted. I
at length heard you are for the present at Post Mills, so when you see the
Catalogue you have only to throw the blame upon your humble servant.
Tell those of your friends who ask you questions upon this subject, also, if
you please that we had got the impression from what we thought good
authority, that you would stay here the year; otherwise some of our enemies,
you know, may say we were determined to have some resident graduates at
all risques-which, whether true or false, I would rather not hear repeated.
Another tutor has been employed to aid us in the management of our huge
Class-S. C. Bartlett (Jo's Brother) of my class. He comes in a-bout a
week. The Class will then recite in three divisions; and consequently in
three studies at a time. Let me soon have the pleasure of perusing a letter
froitn A. Kinne, to
Your friend sincerely,
E. R. Peaslee.
During the next month two letters are addressed to Kinne at
Thetford. As will be noted, Peaslee had hoped that his friend
would attend at Yale with him. The Dr. Crosby referred to was
Dixi Crosby (1800-1873), "A commanding figure who dominated
New Hampshire surgery for thirty years." This gentleman's first
name is said to have derived from the fact that when he was born
his father, who wanted a boy, shouted "dixi" (I told you so), and
Dixi he was named. Crosby studied with his father and attended
lectures at the medical school at Dartmouth, from which he grad-
uated in 1824. He was calledtothe chair of surgery there in 1838,
retiring later in favor of his son. He remained on the faculty,
however, until 1870 as Professor of Obstetrics and Diseases of
Women.
My dear Kinne,
I received yours in due time, and would ere this have answered it; but,
to tell the truth, I have for the last few weeks been completely absorbed in
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those subjects, an acquaintance with which is essential to one who,aspires to
the responsible title of M.D. And I might have neglected to write still
another week, had not a lucky thought occurred to me, which I am about to
propose to you. About three minutes ago I finished reading a letter from
Walker, in answer to some inquiries I had made respecting the New Haven
Medical School. He communicates the following information. "The term of
17 weeks commences on the 1st of Nov.-the whole expenses are $76-
(board is obtained at respectable boarding houses for $2.50, and in commons,
where many Meds and Theols 'board, for $1.75 or $2.00-the lecturers are
all popular, especially Dr. Silliman, as you know-there is no hospital; but
this is of no great consequence the first year-the expenses are at least $20
less than at Boston, 'but for the 1st year the privileges equally good, one of
the New Haven physicians tells Walker. Dr. Knight has already commenced
upon the principles and practice of Surgery. The Class were so much taken
with the Introductory, that it is to be publisheid. Sixty are expected in the
class-somewhat larger than usual."
This is the amount of what Aldace writes. What remains to be added
will be said by way of application, as our good old minister used to say,
towards the close of his sermon. But without wearying the patience of "my
audience," as he always did, let me ask at once, why cannot we go together
to New Haven and pass the winter? For me, I am pretty nearly resolved
to start the Monday after Thanksgiving at all hazards. We can in that way
save 12 or 13 weeks, which will answer very well. We can get a room
near Aldace, and constitute a trio, when we please. A's brother is a very
pleasant man; and tho' we could not board in his family, we would always
feel at home there as often as we choose to call. The only dbjection you
can have will be, I think, to leaving Hanover. I have the same in leaving
this vicinity; but think it on the whole, my very 'best course. But two years
study is required at New Haven of auny graduate, before receiving his degree.
Is this not a comfortable fact? You can doubtless, if you wish, get a certifi-
cate for the past 6 months, and graduate at Yale a year from March. I
have some thoughts of doing this myself; but of course will not decide so
far ahead. Think of this subject, and let me know the result on Tuesday,
if possi^ble.
It is about time for the Pekin stage to start; and I must close. I need
not repeat my earnest wish that you will give the subject a favorable con-
sideration.
Yours affectionately
E. R. Peaslee.
My dear Kinne,
I received yours yesterday, and according to your request proceed forth-
with to reply. I called last evening on Doct. Crosby, who, by the way, is
a very pleasant man, and put the questions you proposed. He tells me that
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so far as he knows, the 3rd course is never given gratis, unless all three courses
have been attended at the same institution-for instance, if he or any other
graduated M.D. should go to Philadelphia, he would pay like any other
student. It seems, then, that the only way to get a course gratis, is to have
paid for 2 courses at that institution previously. He says the very best course
for a Medical student is, to devote the whole of the 1st year to study at some
place where he can have opportunity to dissect; the 2nd to riding with a
good practicing physician; and the 3rd to lectures exclusively, and hospiital
practice. This course however can but seldom be pursued without some
deviation.
I will not deny, however much I wish for your company the coming
winter, that I have some suspicions that it would be as well for us both to
remain at Hanover and spend the time in dissections. He did not know
that I felt at all interested, and spoke with a good deal of freedom and
apparent sincerity upon the subject. But I think it better that my intentions
should not be made so public as they would thus become; and therefore I
go to New Haven at all events, I think.
I enquired about the advantages of a Medical student here this winter,
and I think them quite as good as ever. Dissections commence now and
continue till the warm weather commences. Two terms before the com.
of Lectures next fall-tuition $25 per term of 14 weeks each. But if one
remains here a whole year, his whole tuition amounts to but $40, since he
can in some way be useful to Dr. Crosby, in dissecting &c. &c. The dis-
secting room is afforded free of expense; also wood and lights to be used
there. Two students are already here; but several others, the Dr. tells me,
are coming after finishing short schools. These are the facts I have collected,
and I have no time left to add any comments, but merely the request that
you will inform me of your decision on Tuesday, if it may be. I shall leave
here Friday morning, and 'leave Lebanon for New Haven on the Monday
after Thanksgiving. Shall hope to see you here or there, at all events, ere
I leave, and have you for company there, if you think it consistent with your
best interests.
Yours affectionately,
E. R. Peaslee.
The next letter, dated January 29, 1839, is written from New
Haven and addressed to Hanover, where Kinne had entered the
office of Dr. Crosby. Worcester, whose name appears in later cor-
respondence, was Noah Worcester (1812-1847), an early derma-
tologist of Cincinnati and Cleveland. He pursued his literary
studies at Harvard and medicine at Hanover under R. D. Mussey
(1780-1866), graduating from Dartmouth in 1838. For a while
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after this he was demonstrator of anatomy at Hanover and later
became assistant to Mussey. When the latter went to Cincinnati to
accept the chair of surgery at the Medical College of Ohio, Wor-
cester accompanied him as his partner. In 1843 Worcester accepted
the chair of general pathology, physical diagnosis, and diseases of
the skin at the newly organized medical college at Cleveland, but
he died shortly after of twberculosis. The "Martha" referred to
was the oldest daughter of Stephen Kendrick, of Lebanon, N. H.,
who became Peaslee's wife in 1841.
My dear Kinne,
I have been delaying to write you thus far, from the impression that you
would send some more account of yourself in this direction; but your last
letter to Alkace puts a different face upon the matter-and as I think on
reflection that I am your debtor as you hinted, I take this early opportunity
to show that if our correspondence slackens I do not intend the neglect shall
be on my side. The fact is, our business letters at the end of last term, seem
somewhat to have confused me. But what is my business here? Fact, I'll
tell you as much about it as I can before Lecture which commences in just
63y2 minutes from now.-
My ride here was "a most atrocious one'? as the cook said of the cheese;
for as I took the Telegraph Line, I like all of the rest of the wicked had no
rest, day or night, till I was fairly in bed here with Aldace. This was done
about 48 hours after I left Lebanon-I having stopped 1/2 a day at Hartford.
Aldace soon introduced me to the worthies of the Yale Medical Institution,
and I commenced attending the Lectures. Here are 5 Professors, Dr. Ives,
an amusing old fellow, Prof. of Theory and Practice-Dr. Knight, a most
spiendid lecturer of Surgery-Dr. Hooker, a smart young man, of Anatomy
and Physiology.-Silliman, Prof. of Chem. and Pharmacy-Dr. Beers, of
Obstetrics--and Dr. Tully, a very learned man, of Materia Medica and
Therapeutics. I am very much interested in the study of Medicine; more
so the more I know of it-and only wish you were also here that I might
have some one to talk over some of those topicks with. There are about 50
only in the class; a few of them good fellows I doubt not-but most of
them nincompoops, as I have no very cogent reasons for disbelieving. Some
3 or 4 of them have an A.B. 2 of them an A.M.-most of the rest are still
in the A. B. C. of all science and arts. I therefore am on familiar terms
with not a soul of them; though on hailing terms with all, of course. We
have subjects enough here, and cheaply obtained. Classes form for dissection
(usually, about 6 in each class) to whom a subject, use of room &c, is afforded
for $15. We therefore have good oppor-tunities to 'become acquainted with
Anatomy, if we will. Our lecturer on Anatomy is a young man, as I have
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remarked, and as this is his first course, he is very ambitious to answer our
expectations. The rest are experienced in their several departments. Dr.
Beers (on Obstetrics) is one of the most modest and honest old fellows I
have yet found in my travels up and down the earth. He has all the obstet-
rical cases, far and near; but the mystery with one is how so modest a man
succeeds so well in that department. He can hardly say "vagina" before us,
which he uniformly calls "vagina," without slight blush; but all the women
in the condition "to love their lords" consult him as they would an oracle.
My situation here is in all respects very pleasant. In the first place this
is the most delightful city in and of itself. We have had some cold weather
this winter, but the climate is perceptibly milder than the Hyperborean region
of Grafton County, of N. H. The society here also is of every kind, includ-
ing the best, and easy of access. Prof. Hubbard is spending the winter here,
you know, and through him, I gain access to some of the literary worthies of
College; and Aldace, and his friends have introduced me to several very
pleasant families. Still the ladies of the city have not the soul of a Martha,
or a Susan. (I wish you to reverse the order of these names, of course.)
They are too generally but soulless things-playthings if you please. Yet
they help one to kill an hour very agreeaibly in the absence of one in whose
presence the hours, and even days, die all to prematurely of their own accord.
You must feel the want of some congenial spirit while on the plain though
you often make amends for this at the Centre. But why is it that so few
Medical Students are young men of literary taste or merit? Surely a really
educated physician, methinks, ought to take a respectable -stand among the
members of the profession. "Mais nos verrons" as Ritchie says. I have
become such an adept in practice as to be able to manage my own health
quite well; and should I be able entirely to reestablish it, it is at best doubtful
whether I shall make a business of exercising my skill upon other patients.
I shall, however, at all events secure my profession, and then be governed by
circumstances. I think you must find Dr. Crosby a very social and kind
man. My respects to him, if you please. You have, probably, ere this, heard
of Dewey's death. Walker had a letter stating the particulars from Wright
a few days ago. He died about the 12th of this month. Was attended in
his sickness by Drs. Mussey and Worcester.
Walker bids me tell you, "good morning"; and surely tis a glorious one
here. No snow on the ground; the rain on Saturday melted it all and caused
much damage in New York, from the freshet-the waves dashing over the
wharves, etc. etc.
The bell is just beginning to think about ringing for lecture, and I must
close as I am
Your affectionate friend
E. R. Peaslee
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Let me hear from you before I leave here; tell me among other things,
if you can easily ascertain, whether our first recitation comes on Friday at 11,
or not till afternoon. Bartlett will tell you about it. My regards to him
if you see him; also to any others of my friends-,and my love to Susan and
Annette. I shall leave in about 4 weeks. E. R. P.
Nichols has 4 scholars; and preaches Universalism on Sundays. Macte
Virtute &c &c.
The next three letters are written from Lebanon, N. H., to
Kinne at Hanover. As will be noted, Peaslee is filling the position
of tutor at Dartmouth during a vacation from his studies at Yale.
They bear the dates February 26, July 29, and November 14, 1839,
respectively.
My dear friend Kinne
I have at length returned from the land of steady habits, blue laws,
wooden nutmegs, etcetera, and hope soon to have the pleasure of seeing your
face again, and of conversing with you about the merits of rhubarb and senna
and scilla maritima &c and discoursing upon the origins and insertions of the
"musculi, nervi ariteriaeque" of the human form divine. Still my excito-
motory system is in such a condition after my fatigueing ride hither that I
very much question whether my volitions and corporeal efficiencies will so
coincide as to allow me to budge an inch from this place till I am obliged
to do so. I take it for granted that my first recitation will be on Friday at
11 o'clock. If so, it should be assigned to my division at morning prayers,
in the Chapel. Now will you be so good as to tell either of the Bartlett's,
if they are there at any time before Friday morning, that "my recitation at
11 o'clock wil be a review of the 1st two sections of the 21st book of Livy."
I think the 2nd division had better recite to me first; then the 3rd; and last,
the lst; the Messrs. Bartlett, will, however, order this matter as they please.
If neither of the Messrs. Bartlett are in town on Thursday evening, will
you be so good as to tell Prof. Sanborn what my recitation will be, so that
he may see to it that it is given out seasonable in the Chapel. I will repeat
it. "The 2nd Division of the Freshman Class will recite to tultor Peaslee at
11 o'clock-the first two sections of the 21st book of Livy."
I trouble you in this way, as I suspect neither of my coadjutors are at
Hanover; and may not arrive in season to make these arrangements for me.
Besides I know you can appreciate my motives for deferring my return to
Hanover as long as I conveniently may. Should you receive this in time,
will you just put any old paper inito the office for me tomorrow; just to assure
me that I need feel no farther anxiety about the assignment of my 1st
recitation? Your affectionate friend
E. R. Peaslee
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My dear friend Kinne,
I intended to have seen you at Commencement, and conferred with you
about future arrangements; but not happening to do this I now take a minute
before leaving for home, to say what has been done. The room will be ready
for our reception at the Commencement of the term. The furniture in it
can doubtless remain until I return; when I will either retain it, or substitute
my own from my room in College. We cannot board at Crosby's. I have
not secured a place. I spoke to Prof. Peabody-but he could not decide;
tho' he said he could not take any other than myself, if he did even that.
His reason was that he lives very frugally, and knowing that I wish for similar
fare he and Mrs. P. said they might conclude to let me get my daily biread
with them; tho' they should not think of suiting any one else. Dea. Long's
or Dewey's would, I think be the places I should next apply for. You must
however secure the best place you can for yourself, and when I return, I
will probably join you, should I not succeed with Prof. Peabody. I do not
wish to board with any one of the students of College-or of Medicine except
yourself. Give my love to Susan and her sister-my regards to Wright if
he be with you. I shall hope to reach Hanover on the Monday after the
Lectures commence. Yours
E. R. Peaslee
My dear friend Kinne
I have been employed every minute till Tuesday P. M. in preparing my
lectures for the Sophomores, and until this A. M. in making preparations for
starting for New Haven. I hoped to have seen you here ere this, but have
been disappointed; had expected to call on you, buit could not, as above.
Now, as I have given up all expectation of seeing you ere I leave, I will write
a line. 1st then, Worcesiter has negatived us both. He did not understand
my proposal; and has therefore, at length stated his reasons for not granting
my request. Upon his own premises his logic is very conclusive in my
opinion; but as he mistook me, it all goes for nothing, except so far as that
the result has been a non-compliance. He says "if I still think as 'before he
will do all he can for us." But he cannot do it in time for you, if for me;
and therefore I have deferred my answer for the present. His reasoning is
founded upon the supposition that Drs. Crosby &c will think his compliance
a breach of faith, and that he shall place himself in a difficult situa;tion.
Expediency! you know. Now all I expected was a certificate that I com-
menced studying with him a year ago last February, and have been attending
to study ever since. I shall tell him about this at some convenient future
time; and, in the mean time, ask C,rosby for a certificate of time since
Worcester left i.e. Nov. 1838. If he does not give one, I shall tell him
or ask him why. I leave for New Haven on Saturday. Now won't you
come on in a week or two and tell me how to dissect? Send me word as
soon as I get there. If any one asks you about your name in the Yale Cata-
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logue (tho' perhaps twill not be there) tell them how I was anxious to have
you go with me, and, as you had not then decided, without your leave had
it inserted with mine; knowing the Faculty there would be very glad to
obtain so respectable a name among the (probably) small number of Med.
students. Be assured Dr. Hooker shall lay the blame on the right one-on
your humble servant; the' I hope you will yet come on and explain the
reasons of your not coming to him yourself.
I have not heard a word with regard to Miss Smith's health since I saw
you last. I hope it is still improving; do let me know soon. Give her and
sister.my regards; Martha also sends hers to Miss Susan and yourself. In
haste Your aff. friend
E. R. Peaslee
P.S. I was obliged to cut this letter open after I had sealed it, to confess a
theft committed upon one of your chattels-your scale. It so much resembled
mine, and thinking you had removed your moveables, I seized it, and put it
into my trunk. On arriving here, however, I found my own scale in another
trunk. Whose can this be then, but yours? Tis safe here; and shall be
sent to you, if any chance occurs. Crosby charged me $6 for housekeeping
and roomrent, from which you are at liberty to calculate how much he will
charge you for the latter, if you feel inclined to.
E. R. P.
In November Peaslee returned to New Haven for the winter
term. In a letter dated November 21st of that month, written to
Kinne at Hanover, he speaks of the "Africans of the Amistad."
These were, of course, the Negroes of the famous Amistad Incident,
a good account of which is found in Baldwin's Stories of Old New
Haven. The events associated with the incident were of consider-
able historicsignificance and this account is here summarized. Early
in 1839 Spanish slave traders captured some West Coast African
Negroes, who were taken to Havana, Cuba, and sold to two Cubans
named Ruiz and Montez. These men, wishing to transport the
slaves to another part of the island, hired a schooner named the
Amastad and sailed from Havana June 28, 1839. A small amount
ofsupplies were carried and the Negroes were not chained. During
the voyage the slaves formed a plot to gain their freedom, lead by
their chief, named Cinque. The uprising took place on the second
night of the voyage during which the captain and the cook were
killed and the owners made prisoner. Ruiz and Montez were now
compelled to act as navigators and to lay a course eastward for
Africa. In order to outwit the Negroes the course was changed each
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night by these men in the hope that some friendly ship would be
met with. For two months this zigzag course was carried out.
Some of the Negroes became sick and ten died before land was
finally reached and an anchorage made near Montauk Point, Long
Island. Here they were boarded by a United States Coast Survey
vessel named the Washington, and the news of the affair was sent
tothe U. S. Marshal at New Haven. A few days, later the Negroes
were removed to New Haven and a charge of murder and piracy
brought against them. They were placed in the old county jail
(where the city hall now stands). The prisoners numbered in all
about forty and three of these were young girls. Some were sick
and required medical attention. Because of language difficulty they
were unable to tell their story an!d it was not until Professor Gibbs
of Yale became interested in their plight that an interpreter who
knew their language was finally located and brought to New Haven.
Under the lead of Lewis Tappan, a wealthy abolitionist of New
York, money was raised and Roger S. Baldwin, of New Haven, was
hired to appear for the prisoners before the Court. The first trial
was held in Hartford in September 1839, the Negroes being taken
to Farmington by canal-boat and thence by wagons to Hartford.
Two questions were to be settled by the Court. (1) Whether-the
Negroes could be tried in the United States for murder. (It was
decided that, as the murder was committed on a Spanish vessel, they
could be tried only in Spanish courts.) (2) Whether officers of
the Washington ought to be paid salvage. (It was decided that
they should be paid for saving the vessel, but that the men, women,
and children not be sold even thiough they were black. The U. S.
Court at New Haven was to decide whether the Negroes were to be
surrendered to Spanish officers and sent back to Cuba. This court
decided that Cinque and his companions were free and ordered them
back to Africa. President Van Buren was unwilling to accept this
decision and the case was appealed to 'the U. S. Supreme Court.
The Negroes were defended there by John Quincy Adams and in
March 1841 this court decided that they were not slaves and ordered
them to be set free. Money was collected to pay their passage and
they returned to Africa.)
My dear Kinne
I arrived here safe and sound on Tuesday at 4 P. M. and found all my
friends in good condition-called on Dr. Hooker immediately after tea and
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propounded several difficult questions for his solution. The result was favor-
able to my sojourn here, and opposed to your coming. He says a certificate
from a regular practitioner that you have been studying elsewhere, or with
some other person, is insufficient-"two years of study under my direction"
the certificate must read. This is just as you supposed.
After finishing my business with Dr. Hooker, I went to the principal
Hotel to look for our friend Dr. Crosby's name. In the Register I found
a very modest "D. Crosby"; and, against it, Room 62. A servant was sent
to bring him to the sitting room; but he was spending the evening (as I
afterwards learned) at Prof. Silliman's with Prof. Hubbard. Called again
yesterday morning and found these two gentlemen waiting in the parlor for
me, and accompanied the Dr. to the Medical College strolled about the city
most of the day, took tea with him, and then showed him the way to Dr.
Hooker's, where he stayed till nine; and at ten took the night boat for New
York. He was in fine spirits; and appeared to very good advantage among
the Medical Lions here.
Just before taking leave of him, I frankly asked him something about the
course he would recommend to me to take; after I had stated some of my
thoughts and circumstances, connected with the matter. He advised me by
all means to take a degree here at the end of this term, and stated reasons
enough to satisfy me of the propriety of adopting the course he recommended;
which, accordingly, I intend tto do. He would aid me in all lawful ways to
effect this, and accordingly gave me a certificate of medical study under his
direction since the 1st Nov. 1838. I shall soon write an explanatory letter
to Worcester; and in that request a certificate of the time from Aug. 1st to
Nov. 1st 1838-which will fill up the 2 years lacking a week, which Dr.
Hooker says is never regarded.
Dr. Hooker attends the Africans of the Amistad; about whom so much
has belen said lby the Abolitionists and others. I called with him to see the
sick ones, night before last; 4 had a chronic diarrhea, of which they are nearly
well; another had a pretty severe pleuritis. They are all as happy as clams,
in spite of all Abolition assertions. Seven are now at Hartford, as the Court
has just commenced its session - - - -
Here I was interrupted an hour or more-the lecture on Practice more
than half thro' and I in the midst of a fit of vexation-I therefore cannot
now go on.
'2 past one P. M. Since scribbling the above I have attended Dr. Ives'
practice in Tetanus, Dr. Knight lecture on nothing, (as he has not yet
returned to the city from an operation) and Hooker's on the latiss, dorsi,
rhomboideus, serrati postici superior inferiorque, splenius capitis et colli, &c
&c-and swallowed a dinner of chicken and pumpkin pie. Thanksgiving
next Thursday; no Med. Lectures after Wednesday noon next week-this
by request of majority of the class, I'm told. Well, I'll have so much more
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time to dissect. I found 3 members of the class, waiting for a fourth to
join them to make a class for private dissection; and joined them immediately.
Our "materials" however will not arrive here before Saturday, or perhaps
Monday. You have perhalps heard that several "travellers" incog from New
York to Boston and other places, have of late been stopped, obliged to come
forth from their wooden concealment, and confess themselves "subjects" of
"the powers that be" in Boston and those other places. We may, therefore
be delayed a little. One private class is already in operation.
We have 45 names in the Catalogue. Yours did not arrive in season,
and therefore was not inserted. I made no allusion to your coming here to
Crosby; and he, & all others in the vicinity of Hanover, except Susan and
Martha, will remain just as ignorant of the fact that any thing was said by
you respecting it, as you may wish. Crosby asked me whether you said
any thing about keeping his Office open till he returns. He said he had told
you, you might use his horses in welcome. He returns to Hanover Dec. 7th
spending thanksgiving at Gilmanton.
I hope Susan's health (you call her so-hence I forgot to say Miss Smith).
is still improving. Mine withstood my jaunt hither in the very best style.
I had no stage sickness and but very little fatigue. I meant to tell you how
fond those Africans are of Medicine. They are the most accommodating
of all patients. No matter whether the dose be of antimony, Glauber salts
or squill, they gulp it down most greedily. Hooker is obliged to leave his
bowl of prepared chalk for diarrhea in an adjoining room, else they would
soon use it all up. They say in their broken English that they'll not again
return to Africa. "No Africa"-"no shoe"-"no beef," they say, when
you speak to them of their native country. On the contrary when asked if
they will stay here, they say "America, yes, yes"-"shoe America"-
"America beef" &c &c. We called about 8 in the evening. I have said the
five sick ones were in a separate room. The well ones (about 30) were in
two other rooms-most of them asleep, two in each bunk on a straw bed-
some- few however, with all their clothes off close to a stove hot as an oven
(for tis difficult to keep their clothes upon them)-and one old fellow perched
upon his bedrail smoking, and ha-ppy as a clam. All these circumstances gave
a very ludicrous appearance to the group, for they had no light, save what
came from the coal fire in the stove. In a third room were 4 children
between 1 1 and 13 years old, 3 girls and a boy. These are effectually with-
drawn from the ruder sex, whatever Abolitionists may, in their groundless
faultfinding, say to the contrary. Well I have made out a pretty long story,
and will now close with my best regards to yourself and yours, and my desire,
that I may soon hear from you.
Your aff. friend,
E. R. Peaslee.
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The final letter of this group is dated Georgetown, D. C.,
February 12, 1840, and addressed to Kinne at Hanover.
My dear Kinne
After so much tribulation and anxious waiting for an M.D. which I,
all the time, felt I could not easily avoid, provided I paid my $15, I again
have leisure to write old friends. I purposed to have answered yours soon
after receiving it; but beginning to feel, as I advanced towards the end of
the term, that I had much to -accomplish in a short time, and ought not to
bring disgrace upon old Dartmouth. These feelings kept me intently busy
till the end of the term, and then I found myself sufficiently occupied in my
attempts to get safely here. I obstained my M.D. after a sham examination,
as such affairs are wont to be, and soon packed up, and was off for Washing-
ton. As the Sound was frozen almost to the bottom, and would not probably
thaw again till March, I took a land passage to N. York, which I reached
in a day; stopped there the next day till evening, took the evening train for'
Philadelphia and arrived there about midnight. I remained there during the
next day, and on the day after came thence to Washington. I found my
principal friend, Andrews, quite unwell; but was cordially urged to become
a member of his family. He has had a cough from his early youth, and I
fear he is now running into phthisis. He has a fine young wife, and a boy
8 months old; and aside from his indisposition I find myself very pleasantly
situated.
Since I arrived here I have been pretty busily [engaged] in staying within
doors, and doing nothing. The first three days were rainy and foggy-the
latter from the frost coming out of the ground. The last 2 days have been
sunny and pleasant-like the 1st of April in your latitude, tho' there is a
difference of but 4 degrees in latitude. Yesterday I took a walk (about two
miles) to the Capitol and heard John Q. make a short and very tart speech
upon a resolution that a part of the 'previous day's proceedings which had
been omitted (no doubt purposely) should be inserted in the journal. As the
yeas and nays were about to be called to decide the question, I decamped to
the Senate chamber, and after hearing some remarks from Preston, Benton,
and Buchanan upon the suibject of employing bloodhounds in the Florida war,
listened to a very able speech from Allen of Ohio upon the non-assumption
of the state debts. Last night I attended a concert, given by the young
ladies in Miss English's very celebrated female Seminary here. Miss E. is
here what Mrs. Willard was in the vicinity of Troy. As I was honored with
a particular invitation, I feel almost bound to write a puff in the newspaper
today; and almost afraid the lady will be disappointed at my decision not to
do so. The performance, however, richly deserved one; 'twas mostly instru-
mental, employing the harp, guitar, and piano-with a song now and then
for variety.
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Things go so much here by puffing that I propose tomorrow to commence
puffing myself. When I came here I intended to give a course of Lectures
upon Human and Comparative Physiology, should I be so fortunate as to
get a class to hear them. I intend to issue my card with my testimonials
tomorrow, and leave it to the good judgment of the people of this ignorant
community to decide whether they will patronize me or not. I have been
making inquiries since I came here, and get very favorable answers; but
promises are not worth much here-tho' of them all I judge by appearances,
"I promise to pay &c" is the most uncertain. But you know a medick in
the incipient stage of his career has little to lose and every thing to gain; and
therefore I am very safe in making any honorable efforts to collect a humble
portion of the nation's cash into my own empty pockets. My health has
been much better this winter than last, or the two winters previous; tho' I
have never studied more assiduously than till the close of the New Haven
term. And I fancy few medicks ever got more new ideas in as short a time
as I at New Haven; not all have such a paucity of them to begin with,
and therefore so much room for additions to their stock. But you may well
suppose I am still more and more aware of my presen-t deficiencies. I shall
attend the lectures in the Washington Med. School whenever I please, accord-
ing to arrangements yesterday made. Tis small potatoes I assure you-but
about 15 students, as this is the beginning of its independent existence-unless
you still regard it as in the foetal state.
The weather with you must have been almost intolerably cold, according
to statistics received now and then from Lebanon. Well, we cannot expect
always to maintain the same temper or temperature; tho' with me, I confess,
that the latter has no slight influence upon the former. How is your dear
Susan's health this severe winter? I wish she and you were here to enjoy a
milder air. Give her my regards, if you please. My regards also to Dr. and
Mrs. Crosby, Miss Bede (I never knew how to spell that name, among the
many different ways) and to Martha, if you see her before I write next time.
By the way, did you know about the case of "fragilitas ossium" which
occurred in Cornish? The patient died in Nov. - Martha sent me a Concord
paper containing an account, which I received yesterday. 0, have you ever
read Good's Study of Medicine? I ask, because I think tis not in the Dart.
Library. If you never have, do so by all means soon-tis fanciful, doubtless,
in some things, but 'tis so scientific and systematic as to commend itself to
every expanded mind; besides there is much of the most interesting physio-
logical information I have ever met with. Let me hear from you soon, and
I will tell you more about my success as Lecturer in general on Physiology
etc. Direct to me Georgetown D. C. and believe me ever yours with
affection
E. R. Peaslee
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